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Mera India Mera Adhikar is a Registered NGO based in Delhi
NCR (RK Puram, Delhi) actively working towards uplifting

poor and unprivileged children, youth, and women.
MIMA aims to create a sustainable change in the society by
tackling illiteracy, inequality, and exploitation together, by
helping them ahieving socio-economic independence and

self-sustainability. 

ABOUT MIMA



We works to impart three
fundamental rights to the

needy

Right to Education

Right to Equality

Right against exploitation



Foundation

MIMA Founded in 2013 by Mr. Prem Prasad, Mr. Shashikant, and
Mr. Sudeep Adhikari to solve the issue of poor education

standards for slum children.

They observed that these kids lacked confidence in their abilities,
and they were prone to exploitation at work because of their

socio-economic backgrounds. Furthermore, education-deprived
youth might not be able to realize their full potential or hidden

talents.
 



Vision

Mission

To work as a leading Grass-Root Level NGO across
Delhi-NCR.

To acquire a change in the lives of underprivileged
children, youth and women.

 

To work in the field of instruction for the
underprivileged segment.

 

To work towards the social balance of the
underprivileged segmentand free them from abuse.

 



PROTECTION OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS



MIMA Projects

Enlightenment

DURI

Shashakt Artshala

Navodaya



Project Enlightenment

Kids from slums lag behind in
fundamentals.
Free of cost quality education to the
poor.
Class 2nd to 9th students are taught.
Apart from subjects at school, moral
classes, mixed fun activities  were also
started this year.
Total of 80 students benefitted from
the program.



Project DURI
Digitalise un-reached India, aims
connects students to the digital
world.
Helps students in their
homework and searching
websites.
Later on, It will help them fill
forms, find useful information on
internet.
Office suite like Microsoft Office,
basic internet skills and
theoretical knowledge is taught.



Project Shashakt
Weekend classes organized at

different locations.
Allows volunteers to reach greater

audience as classrooms are not
required

Project Artshala
Art and craft sessions with unique

ideas every saturday
Motivational sesions such as

Personality Development, India's
freedom struggle etc.



Project Navodaya

Collaboration with Goal for Girls for
the yearly leadership summit.

Participation in Delhi youth league
as team MIMA Tigers

Ration Distribution In COVID-19
Pandemic

A relif measure to covid hit families.
65 ration kits were distributed to

the needy families with total of 279
beneficiaries.



Other Events
Indoor Games Women's Day 2021 Books Donation Drive

Bharat (Nookad Natak) Republic Day 2021 Sports Day MIMA



Other Events

Sanitary Pads Distribution MIMA 8th anniversary Christmas celebration



Our Partners



Get Involved
Volunteership
programmes Individual Support Institutional level

Partnerships



Thank You!
Please consider donating to support our efforts


